Sentry’s EM Staff Workstation (ADR-S) increases efficiency at the circulation desk by scanning barcodes and desensitizing or resensitizing EM security strips in one pass. An indicator light confirms that a security strip has been detected and the operation has been successfully completed.

The ADR-SV includes a tag-detector module that verifies the presence of a security strip in the collection item being processed. This feature is especially valuable to library staff when applying security strips to collection items. The tag-detector confirms whether a sensitized EM security strip is present in the collection item, which allows the library to identify items that have already been tagged.

Our EM Staff Workstation is safe to use with all library materials and will not damage magnetic media. The Staff Workstation’s simple, push-button interface is very easy for library staff to use.

The EM Staff Workstation can be placed on top of a desk or flush-mounted in the counter, according to the library’s preference. For on-counter installations, non-skid feet on the base of the EM Staff Workstation prevent it from moving during use.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: 19.7” L x 13.8” W x 11.5” H (50 cm x 35 cm x 12 cm)

Energy requirements: 110/120V or 220/240V AC 50-60 Hz

MODELS

ADR-S  EM Staff Workstation
ADR-SV  EM Staff Workstation with Tag Detector

FEATURES

✓ Plug-and-play installation
✓ Compatible with all industry-standard EM security tags, including 3M Tattle-Tape™
✓ One step check-out and check-in
✓ Safe to use with all library media, including CDs, DVDs, and magnetic media, such as video cassettes
✓ Includes software utility for obtaining statistics on check-out and check-in operations
✓ Ergonomic design reduces repetitive stress on joints
✓ Integrates with the library’s ILS to minimize check-in and check-out errors